
Fleet Driver FAQ 
Please review the below FAQ to ensure these responses  
align with your Fleet’s business policies and procedures.  

 

 
General  
 
What if I don’t download the app? 
You are not required to download the app on your personal phone. However, you will not be eligible for team 
prizes and incentives, and you will not have any insight into your driving. If you are worried about privacy, 
we’d like to remind you about the Tag feature. Your driving and location will not be shared with the company 
except when you are driving in a company vehicle with an installed Tag. If you have other concerns, please 
reach out to your Fleet Manager.  
 
In some cases fleet owners supply company devices to their drivers to circumvent this issue. In that case, 
most do not treat this app as optional.  
 
I don’t feel comfortable being tracked all the time. 
Your DriveWell app is programmed to only record when it is the presence of a Tag device, which has been 
installed in some company vehicles. The app will not engage or track your trip or location when you are not in 
the presence of one of these devices. 
 
I don’t want the app to use my data and drain my battery. 
Overall, the app uses a minimal amount of data and battery, especially in comparison to other apps that 
drivers might use frequently, like Instagram, Maps, Waze, and Facebook.  
 
Data: The app uploads 500 kilobytes per hour of driving. For a user driving two hours a day, this would come 
to about 30 megabytes in one month. DriveWell also can upload using WiFi to reduce/eliminate the data 
impact. 
 
Battery: As with any smartphone app, DriveWell uses your battery to operate. DriveWell has a minimal effect 
on the battery, and drivers can check the battery usage on their phone to confirm.   

 

If you have data or battery concerns with this, please work with your Fleet Manager for alternatives.  

 
What does the app measure? 
DriveWell gathers data from a variety of mobile sensors and measures driving quality based on: 

■ Hard acceleration 
■ Hard braking 
■ Hard cornering 
■ Speeding 
■ Phone usage while driving 
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Scoring  
 
How does my driving affect my score? 
DriveWell collects and analyzes driving data and displays an overall driving score assessed by combining 
hard braking, hard acceleration, hard cornering, speeding, and phone use. 
 
DriveWell calculates your score (out of 100) over the last two weeks of drives based on: 

■ Driving “smoothness” 
■ Hard braking, acceleration intensity, and hard cornering, which are all correlated with accidents 
■ Speeding 
■ Respecting the speed limit decreases the risk of an accident, helps improve road safety, and improves 

your score.  
■ Depending on program requirements, custom parameters can be set to allow for a small margin over 

the legal speed limit without compromising safety. 
■ Phone use while driving: DriveWell measures phone distraction on a trip. Drivers who use their phone 

while driving are 8x more likely to get into an accident because they are distracted and cannot react in 
time. 

 
What does “inference” mean? 
“Inference” is the app’s estimate of your trip between the actual starting point of your trip and the moment 
when the app starts recording data. The route illustrated on the map may have errors and may not reflect your 
actual trip. The inferred parts of your trip are not taken into account when calculating your score. 
 
How does the app know whether I’m a driver or passenger? 
DriveWell will learn about your individual driving style over time. By taking this into account along with 
contextual signals, the app is able to determine whether you were a driver or passenger. To help the app learn 
faster, be sure to classify your first 10 trips as driver or passenger so it can begin learning your style right 
away. 
 
Installation 
Why do I need to accept permission requests? 
You will receive permission requests from your phone’s operating system once you’ve downloaded DriveWell. 
You must accept these requests to use the app’s features and benefit from them. These permissions 
requests allow us to accurately measure your driving and calculate your score. 
 
Do I need to open the app for each trip so it can collect my driving data? 
No, the app works in the background and will collect your data any time a drive is detected. However, make 
sure that your device is charged and turned on during your trips. 
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What happens if I downloaded the app but have to change phones? 
If you ever have to change phones or reinstall the app, you simply login under “existing users”. A PIN code 
will be sent to the email address you provided during initial registration. 
 
Privacy 
Does Cambridge Mobile Telematics (CMT), the 3rd party vendor, share my data? 
Respecting your privacy is an important part of CMT’s  commitment to providing an excellent service and 
product. Your personal information and individually collected data is confidential and is never sold. 
 
What data is collected? 
DriveWell records: 

■ Location, speed, and heading 
■ Accelerometer data 
■ Gyroscope data 
■ Magnetometer data 
■ Barometer data 
■ Time 
■ Information about the use of the app 
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